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Abstract—This paper presents GVGExp, a recurrent-connectivity exploration strategy for multi-robot systems to discover unknown environments under communication-constrained conditions. A robust multi-robot exploration strategy with communication constraints is important to accomplish several applications, e.g., underwater or planetary exploration. Mainstream multi-robot exploration strategies have considered unlimited communication. In addition, these strategies delegate the resolution of potential path collisions to local planners. In this paper, we explicitly focus on minimizing the number of communication events between robots given the limited bandwidth that can be available in real missions, as well as explicitly minimizing potential path interference between robots. GVGExp incrementally builds a Generalized Voronoi Graph (GVG), which is used by the robots to determine the topology of the environment. We introduce a novel property of the GVG called gate to identify a region (subtree) that is uniquely assigned to each robot, with no overlap, thus minimizing potential path interference. Whenever a robot finishes exploring a region, in a depth-first search fashion, or finds a loop connecting to other parts of the environment, the robot shares information with other robots that are in range to enable coordination. We performed numerous simulations to evaluate our proposed strategy and compared it with other state-of-the-art methods. Experimental results show that GVGExp is able to explore the environments in a relatively short amount of time, significantly reducing communication events and path interference.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper tackles the problem where multiple robots are simultaneously exploring an unknown environment, but are constrained by limited communication resources and inhibited by potential path interference.

Important applications, such as underwater and planetary exploration [1], require mappings of physical features within unknown environments. The literature has shown multi-robot systems performing well with proper coordination in exploration tasks, because of execution parallelism [2]. However, a typical assumption for such robots is that they always share information with each other over high bandwidth communication. Recently, there has been work to include more realistic communication constraints [3] – such as ensuring connectivity between robots and information sharing with a base station, as part of the exploration system. Yet, these robots typically share all information when in communication range. In practical scenarios where a robust network infrastructure is unavailable, as in a disaster-stricken environment or in the wild, broadcasting all information at all times is not possible because of limits on bandwidth (e.g., in the case of a 900 MHz radio up to 2 Mbps [4] or of acoustic communication up to tens of kbps [5]). In addition, exploration strategies proposed over the years assigned robots based on information gain and distance [6]–[8], without necessarily accounting for the potential path interference between robots.

This paper proposes a multi-robot exploration strategy that aims to minimize the number of communication events, potential path interference, and area exploration overlap. To achieve these goals, the proposed strategy uses the topological structure of the environment from a Generalized Voronoi Graph (GVG), built on the partially known environment, to let robots decide where to explore and when to communicate. Our key insight is that most environments are structured in a way that naturally guides a robot during exploration. For example, typical corridors will constrain the robot exploration in at most two directions. Hence, communication is necessary only when robots are likely to conflict with each other (i.e., exploring similar areas). For instance, consider an environment with a number of corridors, which each robot can follow. At intersections, there is a chance for one robot to encounter another. At this moment, data sharing may be necessary and thus should be activated. In addition, only one robot should be assigned per corridor, so that they do not interfere with each other’s motion. Figure 1 shows an illustration of such a scenario.
Furthermore, while using topological graphs for exploring unknown environments has been studied [9], [10], common graphs across all robots may lead to robots exploring similar regions and result in collisions, increasing the exploration time, as reported in [10]. In our work, we address this challenge by introducing topological constraints that foster coordination of robots and minimize conflicts during exploration. The initial information obtained by the robots during deployment provides insights into the topology of the rest of the environment, such as directions in which the robots can explore the unknown area. Using the GVG, we encode this information into a novel GVG property that we call gate. It identifies a single direction in which the environment can be explored. Thus, it is analogous to an exit of a given area. Using the gate property, we define constraints that enable the deployment of robots into unique target regions, thereby minimizing spatial conflicts during exploration.

Overall, the paper provides the following contributions:

1) a novel distributed multi-robot exploration strategy called GVGExp that enables task allocation during exploration of unknown environments, where robots share similar topological graphs;

2) a recurrent communication strategy that exploits the topological structure provided by the GVG to enable communication and coordination at the appropriate time and place;

3) an implementation in ROS\(^1\) and an experimental analysis comparing other methods that share information continuously or at fixed intervals.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: the next section discusses related multi-robot exploration work. Section III formulates the exploration problem and Section IV describes the proposed exploration and communication strategies. Section V reports experimental results in ROS and a realistic 2D simulator. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper and suggests future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Exploration strategies and coordination methods have been developed over the years to enable multi-robot exploration [6], [11]–[14]. For related recent surveys, please look at, e.g., [15], [16]. Here we discuss multi-robot exploration work that includes communication constraints explicitly, as well as work that exploits topology or semantic information.

Literature includes different connectivity strategies between robots and, in some cases, a base station. Some of them enforce continuous connection [17]–[21], where the methods enforce the robots to be connected at all times. For example, Pei et al. [22] proposed an algorithm that takes into account bandwidth constraints for determining the relay chain, under a “disk” communication model, where robots can communicate within a given range. We do not require continuous connection, as robots can explore the environment more efficiently that way [23].

Other strategies involve recurrent connectivity where robots disconnect from time to time and reconnect at specific instances. Recurrent connectivity work can be classified into two major categories, based on where the connection is established: homing and rendezvous-based connectivity.

The homing connectivity method requires robots to share data with the base station in specific scenarios. Spirin et al. [8] designed a method where robots explored and shared information with the base station when the value of the new information compared to the base station’s was over a certain threshold. Banfi et al. [7] designed asynchronous coordination strategies that allowed robots to form sub-teams to explore different parts of the environment, while enforcing recurrent connectivity with a base station when new information was acquired. Communication models were recently integrated explicitly in the exploration strategy [24], so that robots can be deployed while satisfying connectivity constraints.

A rendezvous-based approach establishes connections at predetermined locations in the environment. Okumura et al. [25] proposed a recurrent connectivity approach: at regular intervals during exploration, robots within a given communication range would continuously agree upon new rendezvous locations (called anchor points) where they would meet and share data. Amigoni et al. [26] proposed a method that switches between guaranteeing multihop connectivity to the base station and rendezvous. Empirically, it was shown that switching communication modalities balances exploration time, traveled distance, and disconnected time to the base station. Hollinger and Singh [23] proposed a method that made robots reconnect at fixed time intervals in the context of search.

While not enforcing a connected topology as for continuous connectivity, the above works constraining to recurrent connectivity assumed continuous sharing of data when in range and focused on maintaining a certain network topology and connectivity constraints. Our proposed method instead focuses on sharing information only when “needed”.

Some exploration methods reasoned on a graph representing the environment. GVGs construction of unknown environments was proposed for single robot exploration [9], [27]. Map segmentation was used to identify and assign regions to robots [28]. Exploration of unknown graphs was also theoretically studied: algorithms, with some theoretical bounds on the exploration time for two robots exploring a tree [29] were provided. Semantic information – i.e., spatial concepts given by humans, including ‘corridors’ and ‘rooms’ – was exploited in exploration strategies. A semantic topological-oriented map was used as a spatial model [30], where the exploration strategy exploited such a topological map to choose the next location to visit, for example to explore corridors first. Semantic information was also utilized to determine the number of robots to assign to a location (e.g., a room labeled as big would have more robots allocated than a room labeled as small) [14]. Our proposed method will use topological information to provide new information for exploration and communication decisions.

\(^1\)The code is opensource at https://github.com/dartmouthrobotics/gvgexploration.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A set $Z = \{z_1, z_2, \ldots, z_m\}$ of $m$ mobile robots of radius, $b$ is deployed in a 2D bounded environment, $\mathcal{W} \subset \mathbb{R}^2$ that is initially unknown, where points are obstacles $\mathcal{W}_o$ or free space $\mathcal{W}_f$. Each robot is equipped with a finite-range laser sensor of scan radius $r_s$, field of view $\theta_{sc}$, angle resolution $\theta_{sr}$, and a communication device with communication range $r_c$.

Each robot runs a graph-based Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) algorithm [31] to localize the robots and merge perceived data in an occupancy grid. Each robot has global/local planners to enable their autonomy. The exploration mission evolves over time $t \in \{0, \ldots, T\}$ and the map of the environment is updated with local information acquired by each robot at every time step. Each robot can incorporate information from other robots into its map, when the information is shared.

The goal for each robot is to select the next informative location in the environment to explore, while coordinating and exchanging information, whenever necessary, so that the mission time and coordination (and hence communication) events are minimized.

IV. PROPOSED METHOD

Figure 2 gives the overview of the exploration system from the perspective of a single robot. In the following subsections, we describe each main step starting with the construction of the GVG and discussing then the exploration, coordination, and communication strategy.

A. GVG Generation

A GVG [9] is a locus of points in the navigable region $\mathcal{W}_f$, which are equidistant to at least two distinct obstacle points in $\mathcal{W}_o$. Any two neighboring points in the navigable region that are equidistant to two distinct obstacle points form an edge on the GVG. Freespace points that are equidistant to three or more obstacle points are called meetpoints, and the endpoints of the GVG are called leaves. Together, meetpoints and leaves form the nodes of the graph, which are connected by the edges in the GVG. Leaves that are close to the boundary between explored and unexplored regions are candidates for exploration and are identified as frontiers $F$. Figure 3 shows the GVG generated on the partial map discovered by two robots: the red lines are edges, the intersections between red lines form the meetpoints, and the green dots are frontier leaves.

The data from the robot’s LiDAR sensor (Figure 2-step (a)) is integrated into an occupancy grid by the SLAM module. GVGExp generates the GVG from that occupancy grid (Figure 2-step (b)). Note, the occupancy grid used to generate the GVG is down-scaled for real-time computation. In our experiments, if the cell resolution of the map was 0.05 m, then the GVG computation time was in the order of a few seconds (between 0.1s and 1.1s); while 0.4 m cell resolution took to a few milliseconds (between 10ms to 60ms) of computation time. The down-scale factor is determined such that the cell size is two times the size $b$ of the robot’s base. This allows the robot to safely maneuver any passage in the environment. Moreover, this choice does not affect the quality of the GVG, as it captures the topology of the environment. In general, the uncertainty inherent in SLAM introduces noise in the occupancy grid, resulting in a noisy GVG and consequently affecting the exploration, coordination, and communication strategies. We address such
problems by keeping (1) edges and meetpoints that are only in the known navigable free space; (2) leaves or meetpoints that are less than \( b \) from their corresponding obstacle points are discarded, as robots cannot reach such locations.

We now introduce the concept of gate. A gate is a frontier on the GVG to which a robot is assigned when coordinating with other robots – see illustration in Figure 3. We use this concept to derive the robot deployment constraints. The intuition behind is that the topological subgraph rooted at the gate and discovered after the robot’s allocation and exploration should not be visited by other robots to avoid any physical interference. The area identified by that subgraph is called a gate region and is allocated to one robot. For many realistic environments assigning one region to a single robot is enough. We will investigate in future work how to determine the number of robots needed to explore a large gate region. The gate concept will be used as a basis for the proposed exploration, coordination, and communication strategies described in the following subsections.

B. GVG-based exploration strategy

Each robot, when operating independently, explores the environment using the GVG in a depth-first search manner (Figure 2-step (d)). In particular, the robot will choose an available leaf from the set of frontiers \( F \) that does not fall in any other robot’s gate region. The robot will use the path planner to find the path to the frontier (Figure 2-step (e)). The strategy keeps track of the visited nodes of the GVG so that the depth-first exploration can backtrack.

If the robot is at a GVG meetpoint, the GVG-based exploration strategy chooses the next frontier, \( f^* \) according to the information gain, which is measured as the largest unexplored region that would be scanned by the robot’s laser sensor at the candidate location:

\[
f^* = \arg\max_{f \in F} \left\{ \frac{\tau_f^2 \theta_{ac}}{2} - s^2 C_f \right\}
\]

where \( C_f \) is the number of already explored cells at a frontier, \( f \) that lies within the scanned area of radius, \( \tau_f, \theta_{ac} \) is the laser sensor’s field of view, and \( s \) is the resolution of the grid map. This greedy exploration strategy has been shown to perform well in different environments [9], [11]. When this evaluation function is paired with the depth-first exploration, it biases the robots towards larger areas, without traversing known regions, unless it reaches a dead end or it closes a loop in the environment.

C. Communication

During GVG exploration, as presented in the previous subsection, the robot does not necessarily need to share information with other robots, because of the gate property. This communication strategy is different from other multi-robot exploration systems that continuously broadcast information. Our system minimizes the number of communication events by enabling communication only when it determines that it is necessary for the robots to coordinate (Figure 2-step (c)). The principle to identify such communication events during the exploration, is when there is an event that would result the robots to interfere with each other:

1) at the beginning, when the robots are deployed in the unknown environment; 
2) a robot completes the exploration of the gate to which it is assigned. This is necessary, because it needs to determine the next frontier to explore and the corresponding gate; 
3) the gate region connects to previously known part of the environment which might lead to overlapping with other robots’ paths; and 
4) a robot is at a leaf that can be connected to another leaf located across an unknown space, such that their corresponding edges are collinear. The unknown space is determined by a least-square regression line. The insight is that if two explored locations are disconnected (according to the GVG) but are likely to be part of the same area (e.g., a corridor), it is worthwhile communicating in order to exchange information on the unknown space and potentially end the exploration of that area sooner.

If at least one of the above conditions is met, the robot initiates a connection with other robots that are within the communication range and exchange their data collected so far and their current gates.

D. GVG-based robot coordination

Once the communication event is initiated, there are two main types of coordination that can occur (Figure 2-step (f)).

For the first two communication events, a new task allocation process is started by the initiator of the communication. To minimize overlap in an area explored, each robot should be deployed to a unique gate. However, some gates on the GVG are too close to each other whereas others are further apart. This may be attributed to either narrow spaces in the environment, or uncertainty in the occupancy grid, which may yield leaves that do not represent the topology of the environment.

VGExp first identifies sparse gates, by clustering them using the DBSCAN clustering algorithm [32]. DBSCAN takes an array of points and maximum distance \( \epsilon \) that determines neighborhood as inputs and returns the clusters in which each point lies. In our system, \( \epsilon = \frac{\tau_f}{2} \) to ensure separation by the sensor radius. This value was empirically chosen based on the clustering accuracy.
Secondly, it assigns one robot to each cluster such that the robot allocation is balanced across the clusters, subject to the number of available robots. This approach ensures that the robots spread out in the environment. We tested two task allocation methods. The Hungarian algorithm [33] performs a centralized allocation of robots to their respective closest frontiers. An alternative approach is sequential single-item auction [34] where a robot (the auctioneer) executes a number of auction rounds with a set of frontiers, other robots (the bidders) respond with their evaluation, and at each round, one frontier is assigned to a robot. We tested each method in GVGExp and compared their exploration time using three robot teams – see Figure 4. Sequential single-item auction registered the best performance across all robot teams, because at every round, priorities of the frontiers could be changed according to the cluster. Thus, we chose the sequential single-item auction for the task allocation method in our system.

For the last two communication events, a conflict resolution is initiated: the gates are evaluated by the communication initiator to identify robots that are sharing similar gates. If $k$ robots are exploring the gate, then the communication initiator randomly selects a robot for that gate and informs the other $k - 1$ robots to find other gates and spread out. The auction-based task allocation described above will reinitiate with the gates that were not assigned to any robot. The illustration of the GVGExp operation is in Figure 5.

The robots’ allocation to the frontiers determines the gates, as introduced in the previous section: robots will only traverse and expand leaves that are within the gate region. Note that there might be scenarios where the number of frontiers is less than the number of robots. This results into under-usage of the robots. To address this issue while preserving the minimization of path interference, a robot assigned to a gate region can return to the location where the coordination happened and restructure the allocation of gates.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We implemented the proposed exploration and communication strategy in ROS [35] so that the code is reusable across different systems. To validate our method, we ran an extensive set of simulations in Stage [36] – a realistic 2D simulator for multi-robot systems – with ROS-CBT [37] as a communication simulator. The communication simulator implements a communication model used to determine whether or not communication is possible between arbitrary robots. Simulated robots had wheel odometry and a 2D laser sensor with a range of 10 m and a 240° field of view. We selected a range-based communication model with a range of 10 m for all the experiments – a conservative value to ensure communication between robots in real environments with walls made of concrete and metal [38].

We compared our method with two other approaches. The first strategy is called continuous connectivity [11]: robots use a frontier-based exploration [6] and share data whenever they obtain new information and are within communication range with other robots. We refer to this strategy as the baseline, given that the robots will have more situational awareness than others. The second strategy is called recurrent connectivity [8]. This method prescribes robots to share data with a base station whenever a certain amount of new information is obtained. More formally,

$$\frac{\text{MapBase}_i}{(\text{MapBase}_i + \text{MapNew}_i)} < K$$

where, $0 \leq K < 1$ is the target threshold, MapBase$_i$ and MapNew$_i$ are maps, which robot $i$ believes to be at the base station (according to the last shared information with the base station) and the new part of the map that the robot has discovered, respectively. MapBase is updated when the base station receives new information from exploring robots. If a multihop connection can be established with the base station, the robot will not go back to a location where the robot
is in direct connection with the base station. Despite being of different nature, we decided to include this strategy to evaluate the benefits of introducing a central base station that can provide global situational awareness. In our evaluation, we ran this method using two different thresholds, namely, $K = 0.50$ and $K = 0.90$. Rearranging the inequalities, $k = 0.50$ corresponds to a robot that needs twice the information compared to that at the base station before returning to the base station, and $k = 0.90$ corresponds to ~0.1 more information. As exploration progresses, robots will return back to the base station less often.

We selected three different environments, with diverse features, from public repositories, namely office (from Radish repository [39]), city (from a pathfinding benchmark$^2$), and cave (using an environment generator$^3$). Their sizes are $82.2 \text{ m} \times 34.8 \text{ m}$, $65 \text{ m} \times 65 \text{ m}$, $64 \text{ m} \times 57.2 \text{ m}$, respectively – see Figure 6.

Our experiment set included 5 runs for a robot team of 2, 4, and 6, deployed in each environment and all starting from the same region in the environment. All experiments were performed on a Ubuntu machine with an Intel i7 CPU with 32GB RAM. Each experiment ran until 90% of a given environment was explored.

We evaluated the performance of each exploration strategy using the following metrics:

- **exploration time** (also called makespan) aggregates the time taken to explore up to the target percentage of the environment;
- **established connections** measures the data exchange instances. This metric indicates connectivity and traffic on the network of the robot team;
- **pace** measures the average time robots take to explore one square meter of the environment. This is an indicator of potential path interference between robots.

Note that the number of established connections and pace implicitly assess the energy costs, since more travel time and connectivity directly affect the energy consumed by the robot during the mission. A complete analysis with real hardware is planned for future work.

The computation time for the tested strategies was not included, as they took less than a second to provide the output. The average travel distance is also not reported here, since it shows a similar trend as the exploration time.

The results for **makespan** are summarized in Figure 7. We observed that **GVGExp** had a comparable makespan to the **baseline**. It was followed by **Recurrent.50 (K=0.5)** and **Recurrent.90 (K=0.90)** came last. The high performance of **baseline** can be attributed to the continuous data sharing, allowing the robots to have complete situational awareness. However, as shown in Figure 8, the **baseline** method had the highest number of connections across all environments. This was followed by **GVGExp** and **Recurrent.90**, with **Recurrent.50** having the least number of connections. Although **continuous connectivity** had the shortest makespan in most

---

$^2$https://movingai.com/benchmarks/index.html
$^3$http://www.gozzys.com/cave-maps
Fig. 9. Average pace for each method in various environments with a robot team of 2 (top), 4 (middle) and 6 (bottom) robots.

experiments, it was clear that it highly depended on the continuous data sharing. This can be a significant drawback especially in situations where network bandwidth is limited. On the other hand, GVGExp made much less connections, but with an approximately similar makespan to continuous connectivity, which makes it a preferable choice compared to the other methods in such environments.

In addition, the number of connections for the baseline method kept increasing as more robots were added to the team. baseline had a maximum of 200 connections when running a team of 2 robots. This maximum value grew to approximately 600 connections and 700 connections for 4 and 6 robots, respectively. In contrast, connections for GVG-Exp and the recurrent connectivity methods barely changed as the number of robots increased. This is because their connectivity is dependent on the environment rather than robot proximity as applies to the baseline.

Furthermore, we observed that GVGExp had the lowest makespan in the office environment. This is because GVGExp is highly dependent on the topology of the environment. Since the indoor environment is more structured than the other two environments, robot assignments were well guided by the environment topology.

The results for pace are summarized in Figure 9 – the lower the value, the better. GVGExp recorded the lowest value of pace followed by the baseline, Recurrent_90 and finally Recurrent_50. An example of explored area over time is shown in Figure 10. This can be explained by the enforcement of the gate, which effectively spreads out the robots and does not allow them to explore regions that are close to each other. Thus, GVGExp is successful in minimizing interference between robots.

VI. Future Work and Conclusion

For future work, we will design a criterion to determine the number of robots that should be assigned to the same branch by further exploiting the topology of the environment, relaxing the current constraint that only one robot should be assigned to a gate region. We plan to explicitly assess the impact of uncertainty in SLAM to the exploration system, in particular the GVG. We also plan to study additional potential path interference cases not explicitly considered by the current method – including when robots are unable to communicate and yet choose the same target location. In addition, we will test the complete exploration system with a larger number of robots, varying communication range, and on real robots, including the Turtlebot 3 and Husarion ROSbot 2.0, with an analysis on power consumption. Finally, we plan to investigate a hybrid system, where both base station and independent-type exploration strategies are potential options for robots to take for exchanging data. The goal is to eventually export such proof-of-concepts to robotic systems in the wild that are heavily limited in communication resources – i.e., underwater, where commercial acoustic modems can transfer data only in the order of tens of kilobits per second – and to advance the autonomy and robustness of multi-robot systems in the field.

In summary, this work proposed a novel multi-robot exploration and communication strategy called GVGExp. Using a GVG, we introduced the concept of a gate to minimize path interference and to determine when it was necessary to share information for coordinating robots. Experimental results validated that GVGExp is an effective approach for exploration-based tasks. It demonstrated low exploration time, comparable to the baseline method based on continuous data sharing, outperforming the other method in terms of reduction in the number of connections made between robots. In addition, GVGExp had the best pace, showing that robots were able to minimize their path interference.

Therefore, GVGExp is ideal for recurrent connectivity in communication-constrained environments.
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